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Revelation 6: White Horse Rider 2
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Latest News At Tsiyon
Tsiyon Order Page: Visit our Tsiyon Order Page where you may order Audio CDs of our
Tsiyon Radio Revelation Series. More CDs have been added and still more will be added soon.
These will play in any CD player. New! Music section. Get 2 free tracks here.
Sons/Daughters of Tsiyon: Does the Revelation Series inspire you to want to help Tsiyon in
our mission? Use your unique gifts, talents and abilities to serve the Kingdom along with other
Tsiyon Radio listeners!

Listener Feedback & Answers
"Out of Babylon" Program
Listener Comment: Thank you Eliyahu!! I really appreciate the shows that you guys do, I've
been listening weekly for a few years now and each week I have eager expectation for what is
coming up next. The program last week that had telephone calls from ministry partners really
moved me ... I'm not entirely sure why, but that's okay. I suppose that if I were to sum it up it
would be like being introduced for the first time to family, brothers and sisters, that I didn't
know I had.
Tsiyon Reply: Thanks for sticking with us from week to week. Steady partners like you make
it possible for us to keep those programs coming out every week. We really appreciate you and
your support. Thanks for your thoughts about our "Out of Babylon" program. We got a lot of
responses like yours from people who especially enjoyed that program. Some said they felt
affirmed to hear from others who had been through the same "coming out" experience they had
gone through. Others, like you, felt moved to hear from their "family" out there. It is great to
hear all the stories. We will be having many more as time goes by.
Prophesized Paradigm Shift
Listener Comment: I am so excited to get started in the Talmidim program. I thoroughly
enjoyed the first session of the prophesized paradigm shift and agreed whole heartedly with
what was taught. Some personal thoughts I would like to share in regards to this lesson are
threefold. First, Where were you eight years ago when I was studying all of this myself and
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feeling so alone and somewhat like I was going over the edge. That actually wasn't my first
point, just what was on my mind...smile.
First, I thought your discussion on the fact that we need to go back to the first century
believers was intriguing because that is what the denomination I had attended for 20 years
always taught that they were doing. Somehow though someone forgot to tell them that in order
to do that they needed to go back to Torah...but then that was nailed to the cross and we were
no longer under the law, so going back to the first century was just somehow getting rid of
"Catholic additions." I was so self-righteous and attended there because I KNEW they had it
right. I did though make a promise that if I ever saw anything closer to the TRUTH, I'd
leave.....one of the hardest things I ever did, but a promise to Yah is nothing I take lightly and
The Road to Truth has been such an amazing journey.
My second point is in regard to your discussion on if you seek Truth you will find it and that
wisdom doesn't come in one big chunk. I have definitely seen this to be the case in my life, and
if I might add, the fact that it doesn't come in one big chunk is because we couldn't handle it.
As I reflect back on the lies that were shown to me and the truths that were revealed, I can't
help but be thankful for the kindness and compassion of Yah....for if I would have been shown
everything at once, I am sure I truly would have gone insane. He knows what we can handle
and when we are to go to the next level. It does take work as you say, but oh what a blessing
for sure. It saddens me that so many don't see the Truth because they don't seek and that they
are still on milk when they should be on meat.
My third and final point is what came to my mind when you were going through the steps in
understanding this paradigm shift and testing to see if it is true is the same thing that those
who were following Yahweh were doing: Act 17:11 Now the Bereans were of more noble
character than the Thessalonians, for they received the message with great eagerness and
examined the Scriptures every day to see if what Paul said was true.
Thank you for your time and for sharing your insight into Scripture. I am so looking forward
to lesson 2.
Tsiyon Comment: This comment speaks for itself. I couldn't produce a better promo for our
Talmidim program. Thanks a bunch! ;-)

Final comments from Eliyahu:
I want to offer a word of thanks to everyone who participated in last weeks program. Your
comments were a blessing to many. Don't miss this week's program. It is a key program for all
of the rest of our Tsiyon Revelation Series.
Blessings to you and yours in Messiah's Name.

Shalom,

Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
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